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Abstract: For a long time, data has been treated as a general problem because it just represents
fractions of an event without any relevant purpose. However, the last decade has been just about
information and how to get it. Seeking meaning in data and trying to solve scalability problems,
many frameworks have been developed to improve data storage and its analysis. As a framework,
Hadoop was presented as a powerful tool to deal with large amounts of data. However, it still causes
doubts about how to deal with its deployment and if there is any reliable method to compare the
performance of distinct Hadoop clusters. This paper presents a methodology based on benchmark
analysis to guide the Hadoop cluster deployment. The experiments employed The Apache Hadoop
and the Hadoop distributions of Cloudera, Hortonworks, and MapR, analyzing the architectures on
local and on clouding—using centralized and geographically distributed servers. The results show
the methodology can be dynamically applied on a reliable comparison among different architectures.
Additionally, the study suggests that the knowledge acquired can be used to improve the data
analysis process by understanding the Hadoop architecture.

Keywords: benchmark methodology; Hadoop; Big Data; computational models

1. Introduction

Big Data is an abstract concept that tends to be generalized in a framework through methods
and paradigms of data generation, collection, and analysis. It is also responsible for dealing with
high scalability, reliability and fault tolerance on a large number of data [1]. Furthermore, Big Data
offers a solid foundation to solve socio-economic, socio-political, health and national security problems
through data analysis [2,3].

Much has been written about Big Data problems and its solutions, challenges about software
development, system deployment, network infrastructure and data collection have been kept in focus
throughout the years [4]. There are several Big Data applications due to the high data generation
rate caused by continuous improvements in the data science area [5], mostly influenced by the digital
expansion and the global access to technology. In those Big Data applications, Hadoop MapReduce
and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) have been used in commercial solutions and in research
areas [4]—the first one supports data analytical processing, and the second one performs a distributed
file-block storage [6].

However, an examination of the factors that impact the data distribution is necessary.
Some arguments were formalized by Khalid, Afzal and Aftab [7] and Souza et al. [8], but none
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of them introduced the methodology to choose the computational model—for the purposes of this
paper, the terms “computational architecture” and “computational model” are not distinguished.
Thus, following the reasoning set forth by the mentioned authors, we hypothesized that the process of
choosing a computational model to implement Hadoop can be methodologically defined.

The literature review showed that the distributed Hadoop has been implemented, but there were
neither discussion nor questions addressing how to implement it for a given scenario or which is the
most preferred model for that. This work stands alone from the benchmark tools introduced by the
literature [9–12]. Each tool aims to increase the server load and its stress, but they do not introduce a
methodology to apply the tool and evaluate it.

Souza et al. [13] presented a study using the Hadoop framework as a learning tool—students
were invited to use complex data, system architectures, network infrastructure, trending technologies,
and algorithms to create evaluation scenarios, in order to define metrics and use the obtained results on
benchmark analysis. Difficulties observed during hands sections on Hadoop planning are addressed
in this work. We propose a methodology to support the Hadoop cluster usage suitable to performance
assessment. Focusing on improving the cluster planning process, we introduced a step-by-step
approach to guide the cluster deployment. In addition, we used the computing time of all architectures
as a measurement to obtain evidence that the proposed methodology has achieved good results.

The Hadoop file system is based on the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and performs its
work using distributed computing provided by MapReduce. The proposed methodology addresses
the implementation of Hadoop in alternative computational models, allowing studies, proposals and
analyzes supported by the search for the best performance and processing power of the model.
We applied the proposed methodology to guide the cluster deployments and to analyze such
architecture through benchmark tests both on local and on clouding—using centralized servers as well
as locally and geographically distributed. Both the methodology, its application and results obtained
are presented in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief list of related works; Section 3
presents the computational architecture and a brief description of relevant server layouts found in
the literature, and an overview of Hadoop; Section 4 presents steps and results to guide the cluster
planning process introducing the application of our methodology; Section 5 illustrates one application
of the proposed methodology; Section 6 presents the final remarks.

2. Related Works

The Hadoop framework have been used in many studies, ranging from inquiries to database
for Hadoop, to distributed applications developed for MapReduce environment and to centralized
architecture to Big Data systems. Studies on data analytics using a Hadoop framework focus on
MapReduce scalability and data similarity.

Henrique and Kaster [14] and Rocha and Senger [15] presented solutions to data similarity
on complex data and data scalability on MapReduce applied through cluster simulation. For the
simulation, Rocha and Senger [15] used MapReduce Over Sim-Grim (MRSG) software on a local
cluster of 32 nodes. The main goal of both studies was the data, since none of them applied the tests
on different Hadoop architectures.

Another study emphasized the centralized model, searching for better configurations to enhance
the framework performance at lower costs. Khalid, Afzal and Aftab [7] performed benchmark tests
with two computational models: centralized and distributed; the authors did not explain details about
the architecture, but Souza et al. [8] discuss the distributed model implemented using both local and
geographical distribution.

Khalid and Hammad’s [16] research focused on balancing, scalability, performance and
fault-tolerance on Hadoop clusters with structured data—the same used by Khalid, Afzal and Aftab [7]
who researched in a centralized model.
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Through the Hadoop, data can be stored and analyzed in environments that offer performance
and huge storage space. Many kinds of data cannot be stored on a single personal computer or server.
However, data stored on Hadoop are organized into blocks and distributed across the architecture.
Consequently, more data can be stored and processed in distinct nodes by the framework.

The reviewed literature showed that the distributed Hadoop has been implemented and there
were neither discussion nor questions addressing how to implement for a given scenario or which
is the most indicated model for that. This work consists in a methodological approach to support
Hadoop cluster planning, and it is apart from the benchmark tools introduced by the literature [9–12].
Each tool aims to increase the server load and its stress, but they do not introduce any methodology to
apply the tool and evaluate it.

The reviewed literature addresses benchmark tools [9–12]. Each tool aims to increase the
server load and its stress, but they do not introduce a methodology to apply the tool and evaluate
it. The reviewed literature showed that the distributed Hadoop has been implemented using no
methodology. There were neither discussion nor questions addressing how to set up a distributed
Hadoop system for a given scenario or the pros and cons of the configurations that are most indicated.

3. Computing Architecture and Hadoop Server Roles

Hadoop can be used over several distributed computing architectures. To provide a context for
the application, we chose to present a hierarchical view considering the main implementation of a
Hadoop system role, as described in the following.

According to Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg [17], a distributed system is the one whose
components are located on computers connected to a network and each system node communicates
with each other node, coordinating actions by exchanging messages through network interfaces.
The distributed model neither shares memory, storage nor clock. The nodes are independent, but they
work for a common result. Furthermore, centralized computing is not divided at all. All resources are
centralized on a single server, which can be a server or a client to others servers.

It is possible to compare the distributed system with the Brewer’s Theorem [18], creating a link
between the database system and the server environment. To a certain extent, flexibility, availability,
and performance are supported by the structure proposed by the theorem, which defines three related
characteristics in a database system. As a comparison, we cannot generalize the notation because the
theorem is just a reference used to visualize the computational architecture process.

The Brewer’s Theorem is shown in a Venn Diagram as the CAP characteristics named as Consistency,
Availability and Partition Tolerance (see Figure 1). The diagram has the intention of showing that
no system can simultaneously guarantee the three characteristics and still keep the data reliably.
Therefore, this explains the decentralization of the computer system and solidifies the no relational
database (NoSQL) [19]. It supports the huge amounts of non-structured data generated daily [20].
For this reason, the CAP could be applied over a distributed system scenario additionally with the
characteristics proposed by Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg [17] and then it could be transported
to a server environment.

Consistency

(SQL) Enforced
Consistency

Basically Available

Stateless

(NoSQL) Eventual
Consistency

Availability

Par on
Tolerant

Figure 1. Brewer’s Theorem—Based on [21].
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The Hadoop framework can even be deployed on a single server (scale-up) or on a set of servers
(scale-out), representing centralized and distributed systems, respectively. As the framework is used
to solve problems related to data scalability, it is common to find servers deployed on a set of services,
sharing resources in order to achieve a common processing goal. Considering those observed facts, we
discuss the roles inside the Hadoop ecosystem in the following.

Hadoop Framework

The Apache Hadoop is a framework developed in Java, aiming at the processing of a large amount
of data [22]. It was designed to solve data scalability and heterogeneous data analysis problems.
The proposed solution depends on a stable model for extensive processing tasks, which cannot be
entirely performed on a database system. The idea behind Hadoop is sustained by storage and data
processing in the same environment [14].

The Hadoop storage method is one of its most attractive characteristics: the mechanism can be
used to store files larger than the capacity of a single hard drive. The Hadoop breaks a file into blocks
and redundantly spreads the blocks through the architecture [23]. There is no server in the architecture
that has all file blocks; they just store fractions of a file. Besides, another attractive characteristic is the
parallel data processing on each grid node performed with MapReduce technology [6].

The capability of storing files larger than a hard drive is a common need when working with
complex and extensive information, like storing huge raw data files, e.g., dumps of historical data
from databases, etc. Studies based on single node analytical methods are usual, but the MapReduce
has a widespread collection of several computational representations [24].

When Hadoop is deployed on a grid or cluster, the information has more than one copy stored
on different servers, increasing the data availability. In this scenario, when a server is down, the first
server that has the needed information replies the master request [25].

According to Rocha and Kaster [15], the Hadoop was developed to solve complex problems
that require distributed storage to allocate all data related to a given problem. Additionally, it is
used to solve problems that demand a substantial power processing to handle vast amounts of data.
Moreover, it is known that Hadoop could be deployed using a single server or using multiple servers
working together.

Making use of distribution, Hadoop implements Client-Server with Master-Slave model—with
centralization, the master and slave roles are on the same server sharing all resources. However,
Hadoop grid or Hadoop cluster are commonly used to refer distributed Hadoop, and they are not
dissociated.

In addition, each grid node hosts a standalone framework managed by the master, and each
node controls a distinct group of assigned roles. According to Hadoop Server Roles—HSR (Figure 2),
the master hosts the NameNode and the JobTracker/MapReduce, as well as the slaves, that hosts
the DataNode/HDFS and the TaskTracker/MapReduce. Hadoop can work with multiples DataNode
and TaskTracker on different slaves, as well as SecondaryNameNode, but just one DataNode and
TaksTracker on the master server. In order to summarize, a singular brief description is presented in
the following.

• JobTracker: divide and distribute problems to TaskTracker;
• TaskTracker: solves small problems;
• DataNode: stores the file blocks;
• NameNode: manages the connections, requests and stores in memory the file block list that

contains the paths of each block of each stored file;
• Secondary NameNode: perform assistance executing scheduled maintaining task to the grid.

The Hadoop framework architecture was planned to be independent regarding integrity,
availability and scalability problems. The idea is to focus on the problem (in order to propose a
solution), not on the environment planning. In other words, the Hadoop framework takes from
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the administrator the responsibility of taking care of problems related to distributed and parallel
computing by guaranteeing the fault tolerance, data scalability and load balancing [14]. However,
some configuration is needed and there are points to be managed in order to accomplish it. Such points
are addressed by the methodological approach step by step (each step focusing on specific points),
presented in the following.
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Figure 2. Hadoop Server Roles (HSR).

4. Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology aims to help the deployment of the most suitable architecture to the
Hadoop cluster. Thus, the methodology makes use of benchmark tests, performing comparisons with
reliable cluster groups, in which each cluster group is a benchmark milestone, created from an already
deployed server.

As explained in previous sections, there are several conditions to be considered before choosing
the cluster architecture. It is necessary to evaluate the performance of each possibility in the same way
to make a reliable choice based on the benchmark results. For that, it is crucial to cause the same load
and stress in each architecture as well as to perform metrical analysis on the results.

To clarify the discussion, we present a step-by-step description of our metrics, methodology and
its results. To exemplify the process, a diagram is illustrated in Figure 3, without considering any
specific application, but to demonstrate the decision-making process.

Initially, it is necessary to check if the hardware gap between available computers is as small as
possible (see Step 1). If not, it is necessary to disassemble the machines and reassemble them in order
to reduce the gap until the condition in Step 1 is satisfied (see Step 2). These initial steps are intended
to create groups of computers with similar hardware (see Step 3). If there is more than one group with
similar hardware, where each group is similar to other computers in the same group and unlike any
other group, we will evaluate each group as a single instance. After that, stress tests will be performed
for each group for information on processor and hard drive overheating. Stress tests are run using
Tera Sort, which allows you to make use of all processor cores to sort a file of numbers into terabytes,
stored on the hard drive. With the results of each distribution, it is proposed to analyze each group
with all the others. At this point we should select the most efficient in all tests, and if there is any doubt
about the efficiency, the stress test should be redone (see Step 4).
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Figure 3. Methodology as a flowchart.

When the stress test is complete, it is important to retest different distributions, such as Open
Source, Enterprise, and Professional ones. Each distribution has its own modifications in the Hadoop
core and, for scalability purposes, they can act differently while the server is stressed (Step 5).
The Hadoop has more than one version and each one performs differently in a server; for instance,
Hadoop MapReduce (present in early versions of Apache Hadoop) has centralized management of task
execution capabilities while Hadoop YARN (present from Apache Hadoop 2.0) distributes resource
management and scheduling/monitoring the execution of tasks in separated modules, which makes it
faster at runtime than Hadoop MapReduce.

Equivalent to the cluster nodes evaluation, the computing architecture will be tested with a
benchmark that will be compared with a similar cluster using the same computing architecture.
The difference is on the benchmark test, once we already tested processing time, core capability and
the hard drives, at this step we test the processing time in memory considering the network impact
(see Steps 6 and 7). To do so, we make use of the approximation of irrational number like Pi, Euler’s
number, golden ratio, among others. Basically, the approximation can be made in memory and it is
easy to be validated. The same can be done in a vector of numbers stored in the memory and sorted by
a MapReduce algorithm.

After selecting the cluster nodes, it is necessary to guarantee the lowest CPU time to achieve a
better platform for data storage and analysis. Thus, we test different computing architectures for the
cluster adding network interference as another variable (see Step 8). To perform that interference,
we made network attacks to our nodes using Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), making some
nodes, or all nodes, fail during the test. With the node failures, the Hadoop should reach the next
node with the requested information, impacting the processing time and sometimes will cause the
abortion of the job, because the information requested is not available. The information about the
attacks does not need to be stored; at this time, we just need to attack all nodes in the same way and
for each architecture store determine the time needed to finish the requested job.

At the end of the analysis, there should be sufficient information to make a choice about the
machines to be used, the distribution of Hadoop and its computing architecture (see Steps 9 to 11).
To validate the obtained results, the collected information should be compared to other similar clusters.
In order to create a benchmark milestone, the collected results should be available to others which will
build its own cluster (see Step 12).
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To illustrate the usage of this methodology, the next section presents its appliance and the decisions
made to build our own cluster.

5. Methodology Appliance

This section illustrates the methodology applied in one scenario inside UNESP research laboratory.
To start the analysis, we used 30 tower computers granted by the computer science department (DMC)
of UNESP. The available hardware was not uniform, requiring disassembling of all the computers
to separate the common hardware and allocating on new computers. As a result, we got different
homogeneous processing architecture, half AMD and the other half Intel, with a stress test by a Tera
Sort benchmark we decided to use the Intel architecture because they do not overheat as easy as AMD.

Subsequently, we proceeded with research about the distribution of Cloudera—available at http://
www.cloudera.com/, Hortonworks—available at http://hortonworks.com/—and MapR—available at
https://www.mapr.com/—of the Hadoop 2.4.0 from April 2014. We are sure that they are all excellent
and complete platforms, but each one behaved differently on our computers. To quantify the difference
between the distributions, we set our computers as a virtual server and, at next, we quantified the
processing time of each alternative.

To analyze the distribution results and others in the following, the benchmark chosen method was
the Pi estimator with exponential growth, as shown in Table 1. The two input variables (i.e., mapping
and sample number) started, respectively, with two and 10 units. For each 100 looping counts,
we increased the exponential factor until it reached 512 mapping, and one billion samples.

Table 1. Variables growth. The break in the table indicates the linear growth of the exponent.

Cycle T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 . . . T8 T9
Maps 20 21 22 23 24 . . . 28 29

Samples 100 101 102 103 104 . . . 108 109

According to the test preparation, we estimate about 36 h to complete the benchmark in each
distribution where all tests occurred individually. For each test, the output is not considered, we just
take into account the time, because time is the central point to fit performance and usage need to the
same cluster. In addition, the output is a result of the conceptual study and not of the implementation
(Section 2).

The first test was on the Hortonworks, which took 34 h and did not present any error. The second
test was on the MapR, which took 53 h and returned one error message, omitted almost 24 results,
kept on looping on two tests, and aborted the Pi estimator at the last step of the test. The last test
was on Cloudera, whose test took 36 h and did not present any error, but revealed an interesting
time oscillation. The benchmark results were divided by collection cycle and they are depicted in
Figure 4–6.

For a complete side-by-side analysis, we execute the same test in the Apache Hadoop, whose results
are detailed in Table 2.

Analyzing the results, we conclude that among the different platforms of data management,
the usage of Apache Hadoop is faster than others. Principally because it took less than 30 h to complete
the tasks without a single error. In a superficial analysis, we can list some possibilities of why this
happened: the network, tasks starvation and deadlock, the computing infrastructure, as well as the
distribution and scalability of data. Considering the results, we decided to use it on our computers as
the Apache Hadoop.

As previously explained, there is a limit for centralization. The closer this limit is, the higher
is the financial cost. For our servers, the centralization limit was two real cores, eight gigs of ram
and one terabyte of storage using RAID. To expand this model we used distribution, which requires
high numbers of servers and these numbers and many other factors characterize performance gain,
processing power, storage space and data availability. Consequently, the investment in local servers can

http://www.cloudera.com/
http://www.cloudera.com/
http://hortonworks.com/
https://www.mapr.com/
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be expensive and the financial cost is a common barrier to its usage. For instance, in our experiments,
it was necessary to acclimatize our laboratory and invest in power supplies.

Figure 4. Cloudera benchmark time (seconds) distribution.

Figure 5. Hortonworks benchmark time (seconds) distribution.
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Figure 6. MapR benchmark time (seconds) distribution.

Table 2. Apache Hadoop benchmark results (seconds).

Cycle Mean (µ) Standard Deviation Variance (σ2)

T0 51.60 1.60 1.70
T1 51.70 1.20 0.90
T2 49.60 0.90 0.80
T3 48.60 1.30 0.30
T4 50.40 1.20 0.00
T5 56.50 1.20 0.00
T6 73.20 2.20 0.60
T7 85.40 0.50 0.20
T8 110.30 2.10 0.08
T9 1098.70 6.30 0.70

Cloud servers are an interesting alternative to perform acceptable results, in order to suit the need
of Hadoop usage. To quantify the cloud server performance on benchmark tests, we deployed on
a cloud server a few servers to test the centralization, the local and geographical distribution. It is
important to know that most of cloud servers are centralized on blade servers on different data centers.
In this case, it is clear that the centralization limit of a cloud server is much higher than what we have
in our laboratory. Therefore, a single centralized server can have more processor cores, memory and
storage in our cluster.

The first analysis on the cloud was on the distributed (scaled-out) server. On the master, we had
two cores, two gigs of ram and SSD storage; on the six slaves, we had one core, one gig of ram and SSD
storage. We deployed the Apache Hadoop on the cloud cluster and we executed the same benchmark
test as before, the results are detailed in Table 3.

The second analysis on the cloud was on the centralized (scaled-up) server. At the master/slave
server, we had eight cores, eight gigs of ram and SSD storage. We deployed the Apache Hadoop on a
single node and we executed the benchmark test as shown in Table 4.
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Table 3. Distributed cloud server results (seconds).

Cycle Mean (µ) Standard Deviation (σ) Variance (σ2)

T0 16.86 1.64 2.71
T1 17.57 1.24 1.55
T2 17.58 0.90 0.81
T3 17.94 1.31 1.72
T4 20.88 1.29 1.67
T5 26.82 1.27 1.63
T6 41.97 2.24 5.05
T7 293.73 5.48 30.00
T8 568.81 9.91 98.28
T9 6316.61 97.29 9465.80

Table 4. Centralized cloud server results (seconds).

Cycle Mean (µ) Standard Deviation (σ) Variance (σ2)

T0 14.49 0.47 0.22
T1 15.46 0.30 0.09
T2 16.46 0.48 0.23
T3 16.47 1.60 2.57
T4 26.50 0.35 0.12
T5 46.54 2.51 6.30
T6 79.68 1.77 3.15
T7 109.20 2.74 7.49
T8 203.97 3.10 9.58
T9 1766.34 16.59 275.25

At last, we analyze the geographical distribution model to quantify the network interference on
one data center to multiple data centers interacting over the internet. We use the same configuration as
the distributed cloud server, but we share the servers in different data centers in the world. The server
distribution can be seen in Figure 7 and the results of the test are detailed in the Table 5.

Figure 7. Hosts distribution—extracted from [8].
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Table 5. Geographically distributed cloud server results (seconds).

Cycle Mean (µ) Standard Deviation (σ) Variance (σ2)

T0 39.23 4.93 24.32
T1 291.50 78.44 6152.84
T2 125.43 47.62 2267.97
T3 986.29 434.80 189,055.37
T4 601.16 243.69 59,389.66
T5 2260.01 790.81 625,395.16
T6 4390.56 1070.37 1,145,706.50

Following, for each cloud benchmark we plot the time spent on each Pi estimator cycle on
dispersion graphs, that are depicted hereinafter in Figure 8–10.

According to the cycles of each analysis, from Tables 3–5, we observed that the distributed model
and the centralized model obtained similar values, alternating between which is faster. On the other
hand, the geographically distributed model provided the worst times in all cycles.

It is possible to observe that the last cycle of each analysis had a much higher standard deviation
and variance than the other cycles. This occurs because the number of samples increases in each cycle
by the network interference.

Additionally, the centralized results show an almost continuous processing time in 80 seconds.
Subsequently the distributed result shows us the timing difference in each cycle and considering
the timing variation the highest processing time is almost half of the centralized model. Finally,
the geographically distributed model shows us the network interference into the Hadoop; in this
model we were only able to compute results until the cycle number six (T6). On the other cycles,
the exit rate of the program was so high that it prevented execution of the test, presenting the internet
as a harmful medium.

Figure 8. Distributed architecture as a dispersion variance.
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Figure 9. Centralized architecture as a dispersion variance.

Figure 10. Geographic architecture as a dispersion variance.

Considering our methodology, at the end of the tests we collected sufficient data to speculate
about investment in local or cloud server. Not only to decide, but to create a dynamic comparison
method for planning clusters in local or cloud servers, as we performed. Besides, the benchmark
results can be used to support reliable comparison among different architectures. The main point of
the methodology is the hardware gap; it must be as low as possible during the test to get better results.

Considering our initial cluster and the analyzed cloud server, in our case, the investment could be
reverted to a highly scalable cloud server that could deploy more slaves as needed, not demanding
investment in local infrastructure. On performance, the distribution is still the answer because the
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parallel processing, the distributed storage, as well as the higher processing time, is more efficient with
scaled-out servers.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we present a methodology based on benchmark analysis to guide the Hadoop
cluster planning, supporting commercial and academic usage on data analytics. We hypothesize
that the process of choosing a computational model to implement Hadoop can be methodologically
enacted. According to the proposed methodology, for each step of benchmark analysis, the user needs
to define time metrics across a reliable test method, to collect data from each testing, and perform
statistical analysis in all results to create a dynamic comparison group. The results are used to adjust
the framework in order to obtain better Hadoop configuration models.

The main goal of this paper is not only to evaluate the system performance as a methodology,
but also to perform analyses that will be used to deploy the most suitable server to supply the
performance needed. However, when the methodology is applied, it is required to consider (apart
from the methodology) the investment, human resources and the available infrastructure, because the
result will be different for each scenario.

Besides the benchmark result, the user can interact directly with the system and the hardware,
and this is always important to understand a real system and how it works. The method helps to
connect the researcher with different distributions and architecture models of an application, directly
contributing to decisions about local and cloud investment.

We developed our methodology while performing two similar studies in different applications,
applying it in all research in development at “Laboratório de Computação Aplicada” (LaPesCA).
Our evaluation consisted in confronting the results of each common application in different scaling
methods at local and in the cloud. We decided to perform it as a methodology because it has a strong
influence on completed research made by us and by others in our research laboratory.

Currently, we have research works in development, each one applying our proposed methodology
to create dynamic results to a computational model using different datasets. For example,
for computational models, we have conducted three studies: one based on a database system for
Hadoop; another for a virtualized database system; and, the third, focusing on the availability of
non-relational databases. In addition, using the chosen computational model, we handle datasets
collected from Twitter and data related to Ebola. As future research, we reserve the possibility of
presenting an analysis of Ebola information after the global disease is eradicated.
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